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Abstract. We suppress stimulated Brillouin scattering in an erbium-doped optical fiber amplifier for 50-ns-long6

transform-limited signal pulses by counter-directional pumping with a pulse burst. The pump pulse burst is codirec-7

tional with the parasitic Brillouin Stokes wave, which therefore undergoes cross-phase modulation and thus spectral8

broadening due to the intensity-modulated pump. The broadening inhibits its growth. We experimentally study the9

effect of pump pulse parameters and improve the SBS threshold by up to 4 dB when amplifying signal pulses at a10

wavelength of 1565 nm with pumping at 1536 nm.11
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1 Introduction14

Stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS) has the lowest threshold among the nonlinear processes in15

silica-based fiber amplifiers for narrow-line optical signals, especially for linewidths below the16

SBS linewidth of a few tens of MHz (including so-called single-frequency light).1 This limits17

their power scalability to values below the SBS threshold (or critical power). Above this power18

the narrow-line signal acts as the “pump” in the SBS process, which thus transfers power from19

the signal to a parasitizing Brillouin Stokes wave. Methods employed to mitigate SBS and thus20

increase its threshold include linewidth broadening of the signal by phase-modulation,2–5 large-21

mode-area fibers,6, 7 as well as short fibers with high concentrations of laser-active dopants. Other22

methods broaden the SBS linewidth by varying the strain8 or temperature along the fiber’s length9
23

(which may be induced by the laser cycle10, 11), or by using fibers with special acoustic designs.12–14
24

However, none of these approaches is ideal. For example, spectral broadening of the signal is un-25

acceptable for some applications, and quenching limits the concentration to low values for dopants26
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such as erbium.15–17 Other approaches may be insufficient. Furthermore, if suppression methods27

are combined, the increase in SBS threshold is often only additive (or less), rather than multiplica-28

tive (or better).29

In this paper, we demonstrate an alternative option for SBS suppression, wherein a burst of30

pump pulses broadens the linewidth of the Brillouin Stokes wave in a counter-pumped erbium-31

doped fiber amplifier (EDFA) for spectrally narrow pulses. Figure 1 illustrates the principle of32

SBS suppression used in our work. Note that we are broadening the Brillouin Stokes wave instead33

of the signal. The Stokes wave is broadened by cross-phase modulation (XPM) induced by the34

optical Kerr effect from the pump since both the pump and Brillouin Stokes wave are traveling in35

the same direction. The resonant nonlinearity as well as instantaneous heating effects may also36

add to the phase modulation.18, 19
37

Compared to our previous work that dealt with continuous-wave signal and an intensity modu-38

lated pump in a Raman fiber amplifier20, 21 the current paper studies several distinct aspects of the39

SBS suppression scheme in a rare-earth doped pulsed fiber amplifier. The fiber ampifier is now40

much shorter and the instantaneous signal power is much higher. This necessitates the use of in-41

stantaneous pump power which is also much higher, and therefore pulse-burst pumping, to achieve42

significant XPM of the Stokes wave. Moreover, compared to the cw-case the relative timing of43

the signal and pump pulse-burst has to be controlled for this scheme to work in a pulsed system.44

Hence the experimental setup in the present case is relatively more complicated compared to our45

previous work with cw-signal. We also optimise the pulse-burst pump parameters like the pulse46

duty cycle and number of pulses within the pulse-burst for best SBS suppression.47

Experimentally, we show 4 dB SBS threshold enhancement for 50-ns signal pulses at 1565 nm48

(transform-limited bandwidth ∼10 MHz). It is to be noted that in contrast to earlier work,22–25 this49
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Fig 1 (a) Schematic diagram of an optical fiber showing the signal and the intensity modulated pump wave inducing
XPM on the Brillouin Stokes, (b) schematic spectrum of the SBS process showing power transfer from a single-
frequency Brillouin pump to a single Stokes line, (c) schematic spectrum of the SBS process showing power transfer
from a spectrally broadened Brillouin pump to multiple Stokes lines with reduced Brillouin gain, and (d) schematic
spectrum showing the approach used here with a single-frequency Brillouin pump and multiple Stokes lines generated
by cross-phase modulation with reduced SBS power transfer due to a reduced interaction with the Stokes wave.

scheme does not use the XPM to broaden the signal (i.e., the Brillouin pump wave) but the Bril-50

louin Stokes wave. Significantly, we believe that the 2.5-times (4 dB) SBS threshold enhancement51

achieved by the Stokes-wave broadening can remain or even increase when combined with spectral52

broadening of the signal or Brillouin linewidth.53
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2 Experimental setup54

Figure 2 shows our experimental setup for SBS mitigation. Compared to the experimental setup in55

Ref.,21 the present setup has several significant changes for producing signal pulses and pulse-burst56

pumping in EDFA. A fiber-coupled external-cavity tunable laser source (TLS, Agilent 81640A) at57

1565 nm with linewidth specified to less than ∼1 MHz is used as a signal seed with 2 mW of58

output power. The output of the TLS is passed through an isolator, a polarization controller, and a59

fiber-coupled electro-optic intensity modulator (EOM). This EOM is driven by the first channel of60

an arbitrary function generator (AFG; Tektronix AFG3252) to produce rectangular signal pulses61

of 50-ns duration at 20-kHz pulse repetition frequency (PRF). The pulse duration is longer than62

the phonon lifetime of ∼10 ns in silica for the wavelengths we consider. The period becomes63

50 µs, which is much shorter than the erbium fluorescence lifetime of ∼10 ms. The duty cycle64

becomes 0.1% and the transform-limited linewidth of 50-ns rectangular pulses becomes 10 MHz65

(FWHM). The average power of the seed is 562 nW and the pulse energy 28.1 pJ. The signal66

pulses are first amplified in a preamplifier comprising 50 m of Er-doped fiber (EDF). The EDF67

(Fibercore I-6(980/125)) has a mode-field diameter (MFD) of 5.5 µm, cladding diameter of 12568

µm, absorption of 7.3 dB/m at the 1531-nm peak, and numerical aperture of 0.22. An isolator69

separates the preamplifier from a subsequent main signal-EDFA. The average input signal power70

to the main signal-EDFA is kept constant at 10 mW, which corresponds to 10 W of peak power71

at 0.1% duty cycle. The main signal-EDFA, which is our primary focus, comprises 20 m of EDF72

(Fibercore I-12(980/125)) with numerical aperture of 0.21, MFD of 5.7 µm, cladding diameter73

of 125 µm, and absorption of 14 dB/m at the peak (1531 nm). Table I lists additional fiber and74

experimental parameters. The signal transit time through the EDF becomes 100 ns. The EDF is75
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Fig 2 Diagram of our experimental set up. The main amplifier comprises 20 m of erbium-doped fiber (EDF) counter-
pumped by a pulse burst for SBS suppression. ISO: Isolator, EOM: Electro-optic modulator, WDM: wavelength
division multiplexer, AOM: Acousto-optic modulator.

counter-pumped at a wavelength of 1536 nm. The pump is coupled into, and the residual pump76

is taken out from, the signal path by 1535/1565 nm fused-fiber wavelength division multiplexers77

(WDMs). Several 1% taps are connected to the input and output end of the EDF for monitoring the78

backward (port 14 in Fig. 2) and forward (port 17) output light. A 1% port (16) is also connected79

to monitor the input pump power. Except for the EDFs, all fibers are standard single-mode fiber80

(SMF-28 or similar), with effective area of around 85 µm2.81

The 1536-nm seed for the pump is generated by a fiber ring laser with a linewidth of 1-nm. Its82

output is split into two arms by a 3-dB coupler. The output from one of the arms is boosted in an83

EDFA to ∼0.5 W and then used to pump the signal preamplifier, through a 1535/1565 nm WDM84

and without any modulation of the pump.85

The output from the other arm of the 3-dB coupler was intensity-modulated in an EOM driven86

by an Agilent 8133A pulse generator and then amplified in an EDFA (AFC). The pump sub-87
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modulation period was between 1 and 20 ns (sub-modulation frequency 50-1000 MHz) and the88

sub-pulse duration was a fraction of that. The pump pulses were then gated by an acousto-optic89

modulator (AOM, NEOS N26035) connected to the second channel of the AFG as shown in Fig.90

2. This created bursts of typically 1000-4000 pump pulses. The pump duty cycle varied from91

∼1.8% to ∼8%, where a lower duty cycle translates into a higher peak pump power for a given92

average power. The sub-modulation frequency of the pump was controlled by the pulse generator93

and the burst duration by the AFG. The AFG also synchronized the bursts with the signal pulses94

at 20 kHz and controlled their relative timing. The timing of the pump sub-modulation relative95

to the gating, and thus relative to the signal pulses, was not controlled. The pulse bursts from the96

AOM were amplified in a power amplifier to boost the average power up to ∼1 W, and were then97

launched into the main signal-EDFA to pump it through a high-power polarization controller (PC).98

The high-power PC is adjusted to get best SBS suppression in the main signal-EDFA. There, the99

modulated pump wave broadens the co-propagating Brillouin Stokes wave through XPM and other100

mechanisms.101

In contrast to our previous work on amplification of a continuous-wave (CW) signal in a fiber102

Raman amplifier,21 the use of a pulsed signal and the variations of the instantaneous power during103

the pulse means that the system is no longer perfectly periodic at the sub-modulation PRF. There-104

fore, the Stokes wave does not broaden into a strictly discrete spectrum. Nevertheless, at least at105

high sub-modulation PRF, we expect the spectrum will be quasi-discrete with spectral components106

separated by the sub-modulation PRF. Regardless of the precise details, spectral broadening of the107

Stokes wave beyond the Brillouin linewidth is expected to reduce the efficiency of the SBS process.108

The pump wavelength of 1536 nm is chosen to allow for generation of high-energy pump109

pulses at high average power as well as for adequate pump absorption in as short EDF as possible.110
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At shorter wavelengths, the achievable pump energy decreases rapidly, and at longer wavelengths,111

the absorption decreases rapidly. At 1536 nm, the pump leakage was still significant, 200 mW112

for 800 mW of launched pump power. The signal wavelength of 1565 nm is chosen to coincide113

with the gain peak in the main signal-EDFA. With those pump and signal wavelengths, the max-114

imum achievable signal gain per unit length in the main amplifier becomes ∼1.32 dB/m, which115

corresponds to a minimum effective length of ∼3.30 m. The quantum defect is as small as 1.9%.116

For characterization, we used an optical spectrum analyzer (OSA; Advantest Q8384). The117

time traces were captured with an InGaAs photodetector (Electro-Optics Technology ET-3500F,118

bandwidth >10 GHz) and an oscilloscope (Agilent Infiniium 54855A, bandwidth 6 GHz). Re-119

ported optical powers were measured with power meters. An optical bandpass filter tuned to the120

peak signal wavelength was used to removed amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) from the sig-121

nal, pump, and SBS power measurements. The bandpass filter has a bandwidth of 0.5 nm and an122

excess loss of 1.5 dB, which is compensated for in the reported power data.123

The peak signal power may reach up to 1 kW. At this instantaneous power, the nonlinear phase124

shift (through self-phase modulation, SPM) and the peak Raman gain respectively, reach around125

3.78 rad/m and 5.96 dB/m in the EDF in the main amplifier, and around 1.13 rad/m and 1.79 dB/m126

in SMF-28. The signal is separated from the pump by 120 cm–1 (3.6 THz). This is relatively127

far from the pump’s Raman gain peak, and we estimate that the gain is reduced to ∼30% of the128

peak gain. The peak parametric gain may reach as high as approximately 33 dB/m in the EDF and129

9.9 dB/m in SMF-28 (at 1 kW). However, this is only possible for co-directional phase-matched130

lightwaves. The dispersion of SMF-28 is anomalous and therefore, phase-matching is possible.131

However, the EDF has normal dispersion , which precludes phase-matching.132
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Table 1 Parameter values for the erbium-doped fiber fibercore I-12(980/125) used in the main signal amplifier.

Parameter Value

Mode field diameter 5.7 µm†

Effective area 25.52 µm2

Fiber core diameter 3.5 µm†

Fiber core area 9.62 µm2†

Signal-core overlap Γ 0.526†

Fiber length 20 m ‡

Fiber absorption 14 dB/m @ 1531 nm†

Signal attenuation 0.5 dB/m ‡

Saturation energy
at signal wavelength (1565 nm) 11.11 µJ?

(hνsAcore(σ
s
e + σs

a)
−1Γ−2)

Dispersion (D) -13.1 ps/nm-km @ 1564 nm†
†specified or measured by manufacturer

‡measured by us
?estimated by us

3 Experimental Results133

In an initial baseline experiment, we pumped the main signal-EDFA with unmodulated power at134

1536 nm. Fig. 3a plots the resulting average output signal power at 1565 nm against the pump135

power launched into the main signal-EDFA. The average output signal power increases with pump136

power until the average signal output power becomes 200 mW (gain 13 dB) and the peak power137

becomes 200 W. Then, the signal starts to roll off due to SBS. Figure 3b shows the growth of the138

backscattered SBS power against the launched pump power. The SBS power is measured at the139
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output of the tap coupler (port 14) and recalculated to the power exiting the EDF. We then switched140

to burst-pulse counter-pumping of the main signal-EDFA. The temporal shape of the pump bursts141

is shown in Fig. 4 for the case of sub-modulation at 1 GHz and an intra-burst duty cycle of 90%.142

Unless stated otherwise, the timing was adjusted so that the pump burst and the signal pulse reach143

the input end of the main-EDFA at the same time. We used 3000 pump sub-pulses for Fig. 4, for144

3-µs burst duration and 5.4% duty cycle. Figure 3a shows the average output signal power plotted145

against the average launched pump power also for this case. The maximum output power increases146

by 4 dB, compared to CW pumping, to 500 mW of average output power and 17 dB of gain. This is147

reached at the maximum pump power of 0.85 W (maximum instantaneous pump power ∼15.7 W).148

We plot the SBS power backscattered from the EDF against the average output signal power in Fig.149

3b also for this burst-pumping case. This confirms that SBS is suppressed, relative to CW-pumping.150

We estimate the effective length Leff for the pump in the EDF to 12 m and thus the maximum151

nonlinear phase-shift φXPM induced by the pump through XPM to φXPM = (4/3)γLeffPp = 0.95152

rad. Here, the nonlinear parameter γ = 3.78 mradm–1W –1 in the EDF. The Raman gain induced by153

the pump at the signal wavelength and the nearby Brillouin Stokes wavelength is negligible. Figure154

5a and 5b show the backward Stokes spectrum at 0.5 W of output signal power with different155

resolution and wavelength coverage. Figure 5c shows the backward Stokes spectrum for output156

signal power of 0.2 W and CW pumping. Note that the spectral peaks are a result of SBS. Spectral157

broadening caused by the pump modulation would not lead to distinct spectral peaks, because158

of the limited resolution of the OSA. The higher peaks and the cascaded Brillouin Stokes orders159

confirm that SBS is stronger with CW pumping. Fig. 6 shows the forward signal output spectrum160

at 0.5 W of output signal power. The spectral background contains approximately 25% of the total161

output power of ∼0.67 W. To repeat, the spectral background is rejected from the measured signal162
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Fig 3 Comparison of unmodulated CW pumping and pumping in burst mode with 20 kHz PRF, 1 GHz sub-PRF with
3000 sub-pulses of 0.9-ns duration , (a) average signal output power vs. average launched pump power, (b) SBS
backscattered power vs. the average signal output power.

power by a filter.163

For this scheme to work effectively, the timing of the signal relative to pump burst, burst dura-164

tion, sub-modulation frequency, and peak power (or duty cycle) of the pump must be appropriate.165

We first investigate the effect of the timing of the pump burst relative to the signal pulse. We166

change the burst pump modulation parameters for this experiment so as to avoid running into other167

nonlinear effects and still be able to fully explore the relative timing. We keep the sub-modulation168

frequency constant at 100 MHz, the pump burst duration constant at 2.5 µs (250 sub-pulses), and169

the average pump power constant at 0.6 W, and vary the timing between the pump burst and signal170

pulse. The duty cycle of the sub-pulses was adjusted to 90%, which allows for the highest signal171

power in this case. Figure 7 shows the output signal power as well as the back-scattered SBS power172

vs. the delay of the pump relative to the signal in the amplifier.173

A positive delay means that the signal enters the amplifier earlier than the pump. Note that174

signal enters the amplifier at the input end and the pump pulse enters the amplifier at the output end.175

At 0 µs delay, the pump enters the amplifier exactly one transit time of the fiber length before the176

signal pulse enters. Thus, the leading edge of the pulse exits the amplifier as the leading edge of the177
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Fig 4 (a) Input pump and signal time traces captured on oscilloscope, (b) zoomed in plot of the time trace in (a). The
levels are not to scale.

signal pulse enters it. According to Fig. 7 the output power is lower for positive than for negative178

delays, pump burst arrives at the input end. This is expected, since the lack of temporal overlap179

between the pump and signal for positive delays precludes XPM. The maximum signal power in180

this range is ∼290 mW. The signal power then increases to an overall maximum of 430 mW for181

a delay of 0 µs. At the same time, the SBS power reaches its overall minimum. For increasing182

negative delays, the maximum signal power decreases gradually. We attribute this in part to the183

decrease in pump pulse amplitude within the burst, as exemplified in Fig. 4b. The SBS power184

in Fig. 7 mirrors the signal power to some extent, although far from perfectly. Furthermore, the185

variation in SBS power is much lower than that of the signal power. Note also that the signal power186

is significantly higher even for 4 µs of negative delay than it is for positive delays, even though187

the pump has then left the fiber before the signal arrives. The reason may be that ASE depletes188

the gain between pump bursts and cause significant gain modulation even in the absence of signal189

pulses. In addition, the heat generated by the amplification and pumping processes requires several190

µs to diffuse out from the core (Fig. 3 in ref.26). Note also that although the 1 µs time-step for the191

delay in the plot is much larger than the signal pulse duration, closer investigations of the delay192
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Fig 5 Backward optical Stokes spectrum at 0.85 W of launched pump power in 3-µs burst with 1-GHz sub-PRF and
0.9-ns pump sub-pulse duration. (a) high resolution with resolution bandwidth (RBW) of 0.01 nm, (b) zoomed out
plot with lower resolution with RBW of 1 nm, and (c) high resolution spectrum with CW pumping at output signal
power of 0.2 W. Note that the further broadening of the Stokes wave caused by the pump modulation is expected to be
difficult or impossible to see due to the limited resolution of an optical spectrum analyzer.

did not show any notable deviations from Fig. 7. We also note that it is possible that higher pump193

power would have allowed for higher output power in Fig. 7. However, the SBS power is already194

significant and may well be higher than acceptable for many applications.195

We also investigated the effect of the sub-modulation frequency of the pump. For this mea-196

surement, the average pump power is kept constant at 0.4 W. Figure 8 shows the backscattered197

Brillouin Stokes power against the sub-modulation frequency of the pump. The burst duration is198

fixed at 2.5 µs. Starting from 50 MHz, the plot shows a sharp reduction of SBS power with the199

initial increase in the sub-modulation frequency until 300 MHz and a smaller decrease beyond that.200
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Fig 6 Optical signal output spectrum at 0.85 W of launched pump power in 3-µs burst with 1-GHz sub-PRF and 0.9-ns
pump sub-pulse duration. (a) high resolution, (b) zoomed out plot with lower resolution.

Also, we studied the effect of the peak power of the pump on the SBS suppression. In general,201

the strength of XPM is proportional to the instantaneous peak power of the pulses. However,202

the pump instantaneous power cannot be arbitrarily increased since it can lead to other nonlinear203

effects such as SRS and parametric amplification. These can be detrimental if they amplify the204

parasitic Brillouin Stokes and thus increase the SBS.21 They can also deplete the pump and thus205

reduce the erbium gain. In addition, any scattering to wavelengths which are amplified by the206

erbium-ions also reduces the erbium-gain. Hence the peak power of the pump must be investigated207

to get good performance. In our setup, the burst duration decides the peak power for a constant208

average input pump power. Fig. 9a plots the backward output spectrum for different numbers209

of sub-pulses of the pump in a single burst equivalent to the pump pulse width. With a lower210

number of sub-pulses, the peak power is high leading to nonlinear spectral broadening as seen in211

Fig. 9a. This clearly illustrates the importance of the pump peak power and its strong effect on212

backward-propagating light. We also reiterate that reported SBS powers are measured through a213

0.5-nm filter. Fig. 9b plots the output signal power vs the number of sub-pulses of the pump.214

The sub modulation frequency was 1 GHz, and the average pump power was 0.6 W. We find that215
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Fig 7 Plot of the output signal power (left axis) and backscattered SBS power (right axis) vs. relative timing between
signal pulse and pump burst (duration 2.5 µs), with sub-PRF (100 MHz), PRF (20 kHz) and average pump power (0.6
W) kept constant.

Fig 8 Output signal power (left axis) and backscattered SBS power (right axis) against sub-PRF of the pulses with
relative delay of pump and signal , and average pump power kept constant.

the output signal power is indeed decreasing for higher peak powers (number of pump sub-pulses216

below 3000) which is consistent with the spectrum plotted in Fig. 9a. For lower peak powers,217

i.e., higher number of pump sub-pulses the output signal power decreases due to SBS. At these218

peak powers, the modulation of the Stokes wave induced by the pump is not sufficient to check the219

growth of SBS.220
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It is interesting to consider the difference in nonlinear effects in the forward and backward221

direction (relative to the signal). The highest peak power is reached for the signal pulses, which222

therefore might be expected to suffer the strongest nonlinear broadening. However, that is not223

what we see. One reason for this is the use of backward pumping, which shortens the effective224

length for the signal. Another possible reason is that the backward-propagating pump only induces225

parametric gain in the backward direction. Furthermore, in combination with modulated pumping,226

the practically instantaneous nature of SRS makes it stronger in the co-propagating (backward)227

direction, despite its intrinsically bi-directional nature. Although the use of a high duty cycle within228

the burst (e.g., 90%) can make this a small effect, Fig. 4b shows that there are rapid variations on229

top of the intended modulation. Because the EDF is short the effect of dispersion is small, so any230

pump modulation slower than the pump-Stokes group delay estimated to 1-10 ps (but faster than231

the fiber transit time of 100 ns) enhances co-directional SRS relative to counter-directional SRS.232

We note that we are only able to measure fluctuations down to ∼100 ps, so the actual fluctuations233

may be even larger than shown in Fig. 4b. This further enhances the backward nonlinear scattering234

relative to the forward scattering, and the lower spectral broadening in the forward direction is235

another motivation for backward pumping.236

4 Discussion237

Our experiments show that it is possible to suppress SBS by modulating the pump in erbium-238

doped fiber amplifiers by at least 4 dB, and we have also explored the influence of some of the239

parameters. In our previous work,21 the best SBS threshold enhancement we achieved in the Raman240

fiber amplifier with modulated Raman pump with cw signal was 4.7 dB. We expect that further241

investigations of the parameter space, as well as modeling, can lead to further improvements and to242
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Fig 9 (a) Optical spectra captured with resolution bandwidth of 1 nm at backward output port for different number of
pump sub-pulses which corresponds to the pump peak power obtained showing the SRS generated due to high peak
powers for smaller number of cycles in the direction of the pump. (b) Plot of average output signal power vs. the
number of pump sub-pulses showing the limitation of output power due to SRS at high peak powers and SBS at low
peak powers. The sub-PRF is kept as 1 GHz with average pump power of 0.6 W.

better understanding of the importance of different broadening mechanisms in different parameter243

regimes including signal pule duration, to give one example.244

It is also interesting to consider how well pump modulation combines with other methods of245

SBS suppression. In,21 we tentatively concluded that combinations perform well in case of a fiber246

Raman amplifier for a CW signal, because the pump modulation frequency and thus the broad-247

ening of the Stokes wave was substantially larger than the Brillouin linewidth. Therefore, other248

methods which broaden the signal or the Brillouin linewidth could be applied for significant fur-249

ther SBS suppression, although we did not investigate this experimentally. In the present case with250

a pulsed EDFA, the broadening of the Stokes wave is expected to be more complicated. Further251

investigations are needed to ascertain the details of this, and how well Stokes-wave broadening252

combines with other suppression methods.253
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5 Conclusion254

We experimentally suppressed unwanted stimulated Brillouin scattering in an erbium-doped op-255

tical fiber amplifier by pumping with a pulse burst. The pump wave is counter-directional with256

the signal but codirectional with the parasitic Brillouin Stokes wave, which therefore undergoes257

cross-phase modulation and thus spectral broadening due to the intensity-modulated pump. The258

broadening inhibits stimulated Brillouin scattering from the signal to the Brillouin Stokes wave.259

The suppression does not require that the signal is broadened We experimentally studied the effect260

of selected pulse parameters of a 1536-nm pump and improved the SBS threshold by up to 4 dB261

when amplifying 50-ns signal pulses at a wavelength of 1565 nm. Further work is needed to fully262

explore the potential of this approach in fiber amplifiers based on erbium as well as other dopants,263

in different regimes of operation.264
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List of Figures356

1 (a) Schematic diagram of an optical fiber showing the signal and the intensity mod-357

ulated pump wave inducing XPM on the Brillouin Stokes, (b) schematic spectrum358

of the SBS process showing power transfer from a single-frequency Brillouin pump359

to a single Stokes line, (c) schematic spectrum of the SBS process showing power360

transfer from a spectrally broadened Brillouin pump to multiple Stokes lines with361

reduced Brillouin gain, and (d) schematic spectrum showing the approach used362

here with a single-frequency Brillouin pump and multiple Stokes lines generated363

by cross-phase modulation with reduced SBS power transfer due to a reduced in-364

teraction with the Stokes wave.365

2 Diagram of our experimental set up. The main amplifier comprises 20 m of erbium-366

doped fiber (EDF) counter-pumped by a pulse burst for SBS suppression. ISO:367

Isolator, EOM: Electro-optic modulator, WDM: wavelength division multiplexer,368

AOM: Acousto-optic modulator.369

3 Comparison of unmodulated CW pumping and pumping in burst mode with 20 kHz370

PRF, 1 GHz sub-PRF with 3000 sub-pulses of 0.9-ns duration , (a) average signal371

output power vs. average launched pump power, (b) SBS backscattered power vs.372

the average signal output power.373

4 (a) Input pump and signal time traces captured on oscilloscope, (b) zoomed in plot374

of the time trace in (a). The levels are not to scale.375
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5 Backward optical Stokes spectrum at 0.85 W of launched pump power in 3-µs burst376

with 1-GHz sub-PRF and 0.9-ns pump sub-pulse duration. (a) high resolution with377

resolution bandwidth (RBW) of 0.01 nm, (b) zoomed out plot with lower resolution378

with RBW of 1 nm, and (c) high resolution spectrum with CW pumping at output379

signal power of 0.2 W. Note that the further broadening of the Stokes wave caused380

by the pump modulation is expected to be difficult or impossible to see due to the381

limited resolution of an optical spectrum analyzer.382

6 Optical signal output spectrum at 0.85 W of launched pump power in 3-µs burst383

with 1-GHz sub-PRF and 0.9-ns pump sub-pulse duration. (a) high resolution, (b)384

zoomed out plot with lower resolution.385

7 Plot of the output signal power (left axis) and backscattered SBS power (right axis)386

vs. relative timing between signal pulse and pump burst (duration 2.5 µs), with sub-387

PRF (100 MHz), PRF (20 kHz) and average pump power (0.6 W) kept constant.388

8 Output signal power (left axis) and backscattered SBS power (right axis) against389

sub-PRF of the pulses with relative delay of pump and signal , and average pump390

power kept constant.391

9 (a) Optical spectra captured with resolution bandwidth of 1 nm at backward output392

port for different number of pump sub-pulses which corresponds to the pump peak393

power obtained showing the SRS generated due to high peak powers for smaller394

number of cycles in the direction of the pump. (b) Plot of average output signal395

power vs. the number of pump sub-pulses showing the limitation of output power396

due to SRS at high peak powers and SBS at low peak powers. The sub-PRF is kept397

as 1 GHz with average pump power of 0.6 W.398
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List of Tables399

1 Parameter values for the erbium-doped fiber fibercore I-12(980/125) used in the400

main signal amplifier.401
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